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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

G'day to all Woodies.
JULY EXPO & COMPETITION:
Well it is now history for another year and 2017, was according to our keeper of the
purse-strings, Treasurer Brian Harris, a bit better than 2016. I understand the new
venue was successful and we will do a complete review of the event to iron out
issues for 2018.
I would like to thank all members who took part in the competition as I understand it
was a real show of the quality of what we can do. Congratulations to Hugh for his
Champion of the Expo; well done. There must be some hidden talent out there in
the Club to challenge this Woodie next year.
And thanks to all those members who made this a success. The dedication of all
involved never ceases to amaze me.
TRAVELS:
I had no intention when starting this report of boring you with a travelogue of
Lorraine's and my pleasures, trials and tribulations on the road to Broome, Alice
Springs and soon Ayers Rock. But yes, why not!
We have experienced some of the joys of caravanning; gas to our water heater does
not work; hot water system leaking; fridge not working on gas and so on! Now the
hot water system trips out the 240 V switch. New element needed in Port Augusta.
But the scenery of this, our country, is amazing. So please, do let me bore you.
As I am driving I am always on the lookout for trees. The trees we have seen are
beautiful, and in particular, yesterday at the East MacDonnell Ranges we saw a 300
year old Ghost Gum. There were a lot of tourist around at the time and when I said it
would a look better "horizontal", a lady tourist was horrified. Only joking of course.
Well, yes, some trees that old are significant. Supposedly the oldest Ghost Gum in
Australia. So best to leave it standing.
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In Alice Springs, we saw a bench-top that was supposedly made out of Desert Oak. It
was sensational, looked a bit like Rosewood but clearly a western wood, with a clear
sap band of cream. Today on the road to Kings Canyon, we spotted heaps of this
tree. Where is the chainsaw?
And especially for Hamish who wanted me to take a chain saw on this trip, we have
spotted some amazing burls, just sitting there for the taking at the road-side. Not
sure how we could transport same back to the Range; already probably over-weight.
PROPOSED NEW BUILDING:
Still no word from the Planning Department at the Council on how we should proceed
with our building application. By withdrawing our application with the State Planning
Body and Main Roads, the project is in limbo until we get an answer from the Council
as to their acceptance of a straight-forward building application based on the fact that
such a building does not constitute a "change of usage of the site".
For those not aware of the problem, the initial application included an Arts Connect
Building, which may have changed the usage of the site. They have withdrawn
completely from the proposal, leaving it open for the Woodies to go ahead in our own
right.
There is some very good news on the horizon, so watch this space.
RESIGNATION:
I would like to say a special thanks to John Henderson, our Vice President who has
resigned due to ill health. Thanks Mate for all your assistance over the last two
years!
To all Woodies not feeling the best, look after yourself, get well and keep creating in
wood.
Cheers
John Muller
President.
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Maintenance Report

by Graham Bradford

There is no maintenance of any significance to report for the period. However
it is noted that the Jet Air Filters are sometimes not being turned on as part of
the opening up routine. This is a workplace health issue and should not be
forgotten.

Note from the Editor
On completing use of Guild turning chisels, please ensure they are thoroughly
cleaned of all pitch, residue etc, before putting them away.
When using the new sharpening stones, please DO NOT use water, as it is not
necessary to cool the items being sharpened.

Club Events Calendar
Guild Annual general meeting
Santa shop
Guild Christmas party

Saturday 12 August 2017
Saturday 2 December 2017
Friday 15 December 2017

Tips and Tricks

by Warne Wilson

RE-SAWING ON THE BANDSAW: Graham Bradford, the club’s Shed Manager does a great
job keeping our bandsaws tuned and cutting straight in line with the fences, but at home, your
experience could be quite different; you may find that your piece of wood pulls away from the fence
and seems to develop a mind of its own. On the other hand it may jam against the fence causing a
squeal from the machine or even a stall, or a blade break. The reason is that many blades have a
bias, making them cut to the right or to the left. When cutting freehand this is not a problem, we
naturally compensate and follow the pencil line without problems. However, when several cuts of
uniform thickness are needed, we reach for the fence. Bandsaws have a much thinner kerf than
table saws meaning less wastage, and this is important if you want to cut a precious piece of wood.
So, there are two ways of dealing with a wandering blade:
(1) The point block. When you make a freehand cut along a straight line marked on your wood,
you have to figure out lead angle as you go, adjusting your feed direction back and forth as the
blade wanders off the line, gradually zeroing in on a direction that lets the blade follow the line
consistently. That's a fair description of a common re-sawing stock control method, where you use
what's commonly called a point block fence. The radius of the point block helps you keep your
stock vertical but leaves feed direction entirely up to you. It's an efficient way to re-saw one or two
pieces of wood: mark the line you want to cut, leaving a generous margin for error. Set the point
block to the width you've marked, and then watch the cut closely, adjusting your feed direction as
needed to follow the line. The technique is usually a little more wasteful of wood than ideal, but its
appeal lies in minimal setup. Very experienced point block users can make consistent cuts with
little waste, but for many sawyers it may be more practical to use a straight fence.
Straight and Narrow. When you have more than a few pieces of wood to re-saw, you can do the
work quite accurately, repeatably and efficiently with a straight fence tuned precisely to the blade's
lead angle. Begin as described above, making a freehand rip along a straight line. Once you're
sawing straight down the line, stop the saw and make pencil marks on your saw table along the
edge of the stock. Set your fence to the marks. Every fence will have adjusting screws, usually on
top of the fence at the near end. Now make a re-saw cut, if not in the work at hand, then in a short
scrap of roughly similar hardness and width. Begin the cut gently, so initial impact doesn't twist the
blade and start the cut wrong. As the cut proceeds, notice if the stock wants to wander away from
the rear of the fence. If so, stop and adjust the fence angle accordingly. If the wood stays tight
against the fence and the saw begins to labour, stop and ease the rear of the fence away from the
wood.
Please Note! This explanation has been for educational purposes only and no bandsaw (Or other)
fences may be adjusted in the shed without permission of the shed manager. Please report any
problem to the shed captain of the day if the shed manager is not present.
With acknowledgement to Highland Woodworking Atlanta Georgia.

Safety Notes

by Warne Wilson and Dave Banister

Woodworking can be a safe and enjoyable hobby or vocation if you follow some
very basic woodworking safety rules. Commit the following ten rules to habit, and
your woodworking will be safer and much more enjoyable.
1. The first and most important rule of woodworking is to wear appropriate safety equipment.
While hearing protection is necessary for some very noisy tools such as routers and surface
planers, and latex gloves may be necessary when applying finishes, there is no time in the wood
shop that you should be without your safety glasses. Your eyesight is too important to take
chances.
2. Wear Appropriate Clothing
Avoid loose-fitting clothing, you wouldn't want any of your attire to become entangled in a saw
blade or cutting head. Wear clothes that are comfortable for the weather, but will protect you
from any wayward wood chips that could fly from a machine. Before beginning, remove any
dangling jewellery such as neck chains or bracelets.
3. Avoid Drugs and Alcohol
Intoxicating substances and woodworking are a dangerous mix. Stay out of the wood shop if
you are even remotely under the influence of any intoxicants. While it may seem harmless for
the weekend woodworker to crack open a beer, avoid the temptation until you're finished.
4. Disconnect Power Before Blade Changes
Whenever you need to change a blade or bit on a power tool, always disconnect the electricity
to the power tool before even beginning the blade change. (Don't just check to see that the
switch is off, as a switch could get bumped or malfunction.) Many a woodworker has been
injured by forgetting this very important rule. Some canny woodworkers fix the spindle
spanners to the power cables so there is NO chance they'll forget to disconnect the power.
5. Try Using One Extension Cord
When using several power tools, use ONE extension cord. If you do this, you will always
remember to plug and unplug the power when moving from one tool to another, and you'll be
more aware of the need to disconnect power when making bit or blade changes.
6. Use Sharp Blades & Bits
This one seems like a no-brainer, but a blunt cutting tool is a dangerous tool. If a saw blade is
not as sharp as it should be, it will have to work harder. In this case, the blade will be more
likely to dangerously kick-back or bind. Besides, a sharper cutting tool will produce a cleaner
cut. Keep the blade sharp and clean of pitch build up, and you'll be safer and achieve better
results.

8. Always Work Against the Cutter
Woodworking Power Tools are designed so that the direction that the wood moves through the
tool (or the direction that the tool moves across the wood) is in the opposite direction of the
movement of the cutting head. In other words, a router bit or saw blade should cut against the
motion and not with it. The cutter should cut into the stock, not with the stock.
9. Never Reach Over a Blade to Remove Cut-Offs
When working on a Table Saw, Mitre Saw, etc., never put your hands anywhere near the
moving blade, especially when attempting to remove waste or off cuts. Wait until the blade has
stopped moving before reaching for the off cut. When the saw blade has stopped, use a pencil or
a push stick to move the waste away from the blade. Remember that switches can be bumped or
malfunction, just because the blade has stopped, don't relax and put your hands too close.
10. Avoid Distractions
Distractions are a part of everyday life, and wood working is no different. When you are
summoned or distracted while in the middle of performing an action with a power tool,
remember to always finish the cut to a safe conclusion before dealing with the distraction.
Taking your attention away from the blade is a recipe for disaster. Also, if you are the one doing
the distracting, wait until the cut is complete and try not to give the worker a fright! This
sounds silly, but woodworkers use a machine in total mental concentration, particularly in a
week end shed, and they are often in a different world. Stand well away and knock on wood.
With acknowledgement to the spruce.com and Predrag Vuckovic / Getty Images

From the Editor
I know we constantly harp on about
safety, which is necessary to keep
everyone out of harms way. This
photograph is a good demonstration of
why it is essential. NO safety goggles;
NO hearing protection; and NO gloves !

Around the Shed
The major event of the month was the Guild Annual Competition, followed by the
Sales Expo. Competition entries were up over 100% on last year, which was very
pleasing, although the number of Novice entries was lower than anticipated.
These events have a tendency to creep up on us, so maybe now is the time to
start planning what you will enter next year, and start building up your skills.
One observation was that had items offered in the Sales Expo been entered in
the Competition, there is a high probability they would have been successful, so
don’t sell yourself short.
We had three highly experienced external Judges, and they were complimentary
of the standard of the entries. The rule was that if an entry was not of a sufficient
standard to win an award, and it was the only entry, then an award was to be
issued. That did not eventuate, which is encouraging.
The new venue was substantially better than others in the past. We were able to
erect 30 tables, and still have sufficient room for the public to move around
unhindered.
Sales were up on last year, and raffle sales improved substantially, so it was a
financial success for the Guild.
A review of the event is under way to see how we can further improve next year.
Hugh McKenna deservedly took the double, winning the Guild Champion, and
People’s Choice Awards. Fantastic effort Hugh. And to top it off, one admirer
purchased four of Hugh’s models, leaving Hugh nothing to take home but a
pocketful of money.

Patron Andrew Powell,
Member for Glass House,
with Hugh McKenna and the
Guild Champion entry

The new venue suited admirably! Competition entries on the left; sales on the right.

Justin Darcy of Whittle Waxes gave a demonstration to members on 8 July of waxes,
coatings and timber colours, which are all natural products developed with the least
possible risk to humans and the environment. Samples are available at the shed if
you wish to try them. All products are available online for purchase.

Timber Tales

by Bruce Chapman

This month the only new timber added is some quandong. We have just cut the
largest of the quandong logs which provided us with a challenge of getting it onto the
saw. The photo shows it needed a bit of trimming to fit between the wheels of the
saw.
White cedar and some more silky will be out of the kiln this week but not available
until the end of the month.
A few members have inquired about our stocks of camphor laurel. Unfortunately we
have not received any logs for quite a while. The camphor in the racks at the back of
the shed is all that will be available for a while. There are no 30mm boards outside in
the air drying stacks. There is just one air drying stack of 50mm x 100mm boards.

When on holidays, most people take photos of people, sun sets, water falls etc, but
not John Muller. He finds trees. These are from Central Australia, where John found
a Red River Gum in the West MacDonnell Ranges (imagine the stories it could tell),
a 300 year old Ghost Gum (I am not sure if John was so indiscreet to ask it’s age) in
the East MacDonnell Ranges (who knew the ranges reach 1,531 metres ?) and a
Desert Oak at Kings Canyon.

A woodworker had a neighbour who always borrowed his tools and never
returned them. One day, frustrated that he could not find his tools, he
phoned his neighbour.
"Could I put my table saw and drill press in your garage?" he inquired.
"Sure," his neighbour replied, "But why?"
"Just so I have all my tools in one place,” he retorted.

The following article, by Ron Allen, is reproduced with the kind permission of Western
Woodworkers, South Australia :

Trees ‘n’ Timber
TOXIC WOODS
From time to time the question about which woods are toxic and therefore potentially
dangerous to use, arises. Such an occasion happened at the recent Merry Month of May at the
Riverland Woodworkers – which was an excellent event – Congratulations Brian Lock, Dave
Turnbull and to the team at Renmark, especially the ladies for the excellent food supplied.
Alvan Roman started the ball rolling by asking about Australian Red Cedar, which he
believed affected him. I looked up the list of Toxic woods in my copy of “Australian trees
and shrubs – common and scientific names and toxic properties”, Second edition, 2006, by
the International Wood Collectors Society to discover that Red Cedar is indeed of some
concern. Later, at the wood auction concern about Native Pine was discussed. At the
Southern Turners meeting a week later, John Tillack asked about Blackwood – it too has
some issues which should be considered. Below is a list of some of the Australian timbers
which are considered toxic. This list is only a short one but highlights the worst of them. The
issue of toxicity should be tempered by experience. Like Insect bites some of us are more
susceptible than others. The remedy is – If a timber affects you – don’t use it or at least take
special care and use appropriate safety equipment.
Some of the worst Australian species you might use Common name
Botanical name Possible toxic effects
Mulga
Dead Finish

Acacia aneura
Acacia
tetragonophylla
Blackwood
Acacia
melanoxylon
Native Pine,
Callitris
Wh. Cypress Pine
glaucophylla
Blackbean, Moreton Castanospermum
Bay Chestnut
australe
Australian Ebonies
and Persimmons
Miva Mahogany
Red Bean
Sugar Gum
Coolabah
S.A. Blue Gum,
Yellow Gum
Jarrah
Stringybark,
Aust. or Tas. Oak
Silky Oak
Myrtle Beech,

Diospyros
species
Dysoxylum
mollisimum
Eucalyptus
cladocalyx
Eucalyptus
coolabah
Eucalyptus
leucoxylon
Euc. marginata
Euc. obliqua
Grevillea
robusta
Nothofagus

Headache, vomiting, irritation, may contain a poison
Wood splinters and thorns cause skin irritation, dust
causes dermatitis
Dermatitis, skin reactions, asthma
Dermatitis, swollen eyelids, asthma, nasal cancer
Irritation to mucous membranes, boils, inflammation
Irritation to mucous membranes, nose, mouth, throat,
genitals and armpits commonly reported.
Note: This species is now listed for restricted use
in commercial workshops.
Causes skin eruptions especially from splinters
Congestion of lungs. eye and mucous membranes.
Headaches, nosebleeds, appetite loss
Eye irritant especially from sap
Skin irritation from bark and dust.
Irritation of nose and throat
Irritation of nose, throat and eyes
Dermatitis, asthma, sneezing
Skin eruptions, blistering skin, eyelids, and mucous
irritation and dermatitis, worse when wet
Irritates mucous membranes

Two of Bob Callinan’s latest pieces, which were entered in the Club Competition,
and perhaps not surprisingly were successful.
1) Ginko Tower – Cedar and Purple Heart, oiled.
2) Coolabah Root Burl turned and carved, Rose Mahogany leg and pendant, oiled.

Innovation Corner
From Christopher Schwarz, Popular Woodworking :
I don’t care for gizmos, jigs and silly accessories. So even though I spend a fair
amount of time on the lathe, I resisted purchasing the Galbert Caliper for many
years. In its place, I used go/no-go gauges, box wrenches and traditional turning
calipers (which are the worst).
While at Handworks this year, I broke down and gave Peter $60 for a Galbert
Caliper. Today I put it to use turning some tenons that have to be bang-on for a stool.
After five minutes of using the tool, I realised that I was a pig-Artificial Intelligence:
Computers become exponentially better in understanding the world . This year, a
computer beat the best Go-player in the world, 10 years earlier than expected.
In the US , young lawyers already don't get jobs. Because of IBM's Watson, you
can get legal advice (so far for more or less basic stuff) within seconds, with
90% accuracy compared with 70% accuracy when done by humans. So if you
study law, stop immediately. There will be 90% less lawyers in the future, only
specialists will remain.

Did you know
Artificial Intelligence:
Computers become exponentially better in understanding the world . This
year, a computer beat the best Go-player in the world, 10 years earlier
than expected.
In the US , young lawyers already don't get jobs. Because of IBM's Watson, you can get legal advice (so far for more or less basic stuff) within
seconds, with 90% accuracy compared with 70% accuracy when done by
humans. So if you study law, stop immediately. There will be 90% less
lawyers in the future, only specialists will remain.
IBM’s Watson already helps nurses diagnosing cancer and it is 4 times
more accurate than humans.
Facebook now has pattern recognition software that can recognise faces
better than humans. In 2030, computers will become more intelligent than
humans. ( But will they take the rubbish bin out ? Probably ! )

The Life and Times of ….
This week we start a look at the life and times of Allan Heaton. He is a regular
Monday mornings attendee where he continues his box- making interests with the
inclusion of a wide range of ‘freehand-shapes’. He has also become an ardent
‘Toy Boy’, making a selection of ‘wiggly, pull-along doggies’. On turning ninety in
March, he told everyone that‘Life really is fun.’ And he meant what he said!
Many thanks to Stuart Patterson for compiling this insight in to Allan’s life.
Allan’s quiet temperament really belies his early character formative
years. Born in 1927 at Lambton, Newcastle, N.S.W. during the Great
Depression years, his early memories came into focus when living with his
mother’s family at Toronto on Lake Macquarie. It may have been expected
that from those rough, tough, hungry times his character would also be
equally as rough and tough. But not so.
Running away from an extremely uncomfortable life at age eleven, Allan
was returned to Toronto by reluctant police, aware of the bad times he
had faced there. Escaping home-life problems successfully a year later,
aged 12, he started his future life at Toronto railway station, totting up
his worldly cash, saved from money earned home delivering newspapers.
The helpful Station Master counted out the cash and checked out the
options, coming up with a town in the Riverina District, Young. ‘It’s a place
where they grow cherries, supposed to be rich and healthy’. But he failed
to mention that cherry picking was seasonal in Young, which was at
Christmas-time, at least six months away!
Finding a job vacancy on a very large wheat and sheep station about thirty
miles south east of Young, Allan soon was being collected by a chauffeur
driven elderly lady, Mrs. Caldwell, riding stately in a very handsome
Hudson car. It was the first and last time he was given the privilege of
riding in it. He was able however to get a job as a roustabout. Over the next
several years he was a jack-of-all-trades on the property, Eurabba which
was so big it had it’s own railway siding where shipments of wool bales and
grain bags were moved out to the markets.
It was while Allan was working at Eurabba he found he had a flair to
write poetry, something encouraged by his employer. His interest in
poetry may have come from his joy taken from Banjo Patterson writings
loaned to him from the Eurabba homestead library, to which Mrs.
Caldwell allowed Allan occasional access.
She sent one of his first ‘scribbles’ to the editor of the Young
Chronicle. That piece earned him the princely sum of five shillings
which wasn’t bad for the time when his weekly wages were five
shillings plus ‘keep’ which meant meals at the back of an enormous
kitchen and a shared bunkhouse corner in the property’s shearers slab
hut. But he loved the place and stayed there until he turned eighteen.

At that time, supported by Mrs. Caldwell, he decided to join the
RAAF. War in the Pacific was still in progress, the Japanese were
taking over the island nations, and Darwin had been bombed. War
surely would be an adventure!
Allan’s first posting was to The British Commonwealth Occupation
Force, BCOF. A contingent was set up at RAAF Base Richmond in
NSW where several hundred troops were readied for an occupation
force based in Japan. Part of that ‘preparation’ was inoculation
against just about every disease known, including ‘Black Death’ and
‘Yellow Fever’. The troops were lined up while a small army of
medical staff armed with huge inoculation needles formed up both
sides of the ‘single-line’ while they plunged their ‘missiles’ into
waiting arms. Allan says he thinks he was ‘protected’ against
thirteen or fourteen forms of pestilence. It was the injection
against yellow Fever that brought him down and changed his life
direction. Taken from the ship bound for Japan at Brisbane, he
never did get to Japan, then or since!
Instead he was transferred to an Airfield Construction Squadron
(ACS), this one charged with putting together a group of about three
hundred troops to gather an ‘armada’ of earth moving equipment
capable of building an airfield, large hangars, accommodation
buildings and unit headquarters. This was to be Australia’s very own
Rocket Range.
After about 18 months work at Woomera, the Squadron was broken
up, with a large contingent being sent to the Cocas Islands to set
down a coral airfield while the second part of the Squadron,
including Allan, headed off to Darwin. The main mission was to
dispose of huge volumes of war-stores, airplanes, trucks, arms,
guns and whatever the allied armies brought back for stock-piling
from the Pacific Islands.
A side issue at Darwin were several vehicles, one of the first
Holden cars and a Humber Super Snipe sedan, as well as several
fighter planes, were being developed by the United Kingdom RAF and
‘tropical’ tested. Left on the edge of the air strip exposed to all
kinds of weather the cars were started and driven at various speeds
up and down the air strip at maximum revs at the whim of the
testers, then shut down and left in the scorching hot sun, or
tropical downpour. He was never told the results of the testing
but both make of cars later were included on RAAF schedules.
After two RAAF terms of enlistment Allan was sent to Townsville
for discharge, moving to Cairns where he opened a Golden Fleece
service station. While there he designed and built two early
versions of TQ motor racing cars. The TQs, three-quarter size,
raced on dirt tracks at council show grounds in Cairns, Innisfail,
Tully and Townsville and Allan raced at them all. While at
Cairns, Allan’s marriage came to an end and he moved to Innisfail.
It was there that he crashed his racing car and spent ten months
in the local hospital… longer than many of the medical staff!
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